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NEW

Barnabas vs. Paul
to encourage or confront

c.K. Robertson, foreword by desmond tutu

Who were Barnabas and Paul? Was Paul an angry loner, misogynist, legalist, 
and curmudgeon, or hero and martyr? through point and counter point, the 
author unravels Paul’s message by looking at his relationship with Barnabas. 
the result is a fresh portrait of the Paul we only think we know and Barnabas, 
an otherwise unheralded apostle.

C. K. Robertson is canon to the Presiding Bishop of the episcopal 
church and distinguished Visiting Professor at the general theological 
Seminary in New York city.

iSBN: 9781630882778 eBook: 9781630882785
$19.99 march 17, 2015

 

From Crisis to Christ
A contextual introduction to the New testament

Paul N. Anderson

over the last century or more, scholars have unearthed valuable understandings 
of the historical and religious contexts out of which the New testament 
writings have emerged. this accessibly written introduction notes over two 
dozen such crises and how the biblical text addresses and reflects them.

Paul N. Anderson is Professor of Biblical and Quaker Studies at george 
Fox University in Newberg, oregon.

iSBN: 9781426751042  eBook: 9781426751158 
$39.99 November 7, 2014

A Sense of the Heart
christian Religious experience in the United States

Bill J. leonard

For many people, knowing about god is not enough; they also want to feel 
god’s presence. Whether like St. Paul’s experience on the road to damascus 
or like Wesley’s “strangely warmed heart,” people believe that nothing can 
substitute for religious experience.

Bill J. Leonard is James and marilyn dunn Professor of church History 
and Baptist Studies, Professor of Religion at Wake Forest University in 
Winston-Salem, North carolina.

iSBN: 9781426754906 eBook: 9781426756757 
$44.99  November 18, 2014
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NEW

Christ and Community
the gospel Witness to Jesus

Suzanne Watts Henderson

in this thematic exploration of Jesus’s messianic career and identity, we 
discover the close correlation the New testament gospels forge between 
Jesus’s own mission and the mission entrusted to his followers. like him, 
they proclaim the coming kingdom of god in word and deed; like him, they 
deny themselves for the sake of others; like him, they will be raised and 
seated on thrones of judgment. 

Suzanne Watts Henderson is Assistant Professor of Religion at 
Queens University of charlotte in charlotte, North carolina.

iSBN: 9781426793080 eBook: 9781426793097 
$39.99 April 21, 2015

The History of Theological Education
Justo l. gonzález

theological education has always been vital to the church’s life and mission; 
yet today it is in crisis, lacking focus, direction, but also resources and even 
students. Justo gonzález outlines the history of christian thought through 
the lens of theological education and shows how the church authorizes and 
legitimates its leaders through a process of theological education.

Justo L. González has taught at the evangelical Seminary of Puerto 
Rico, candler School of theology, columbia theological Seminary, and 
the interdenominational theological center in Atlanta, georgia.

iSBN: 9781426781919 eBook: 9781426787782
$39.99 march 17, 2015

The Holy Spirit
Stanley Hauerwas and William H. Willimon

much more than a personal experience, the Holy Spirit is who god is and 
what god does as the trinity, whether we feel it or not. it is the birthday of the 
church as created through the Spirit, giving the church the task of pointing the 
world to Jesus.  

Stanley Hauerwas is the gilbert t. Rowe Professor emeritus of 
divinity and law at duke University divinity School.

William H. Willimon is Professor of the Practice of ministry at duke 
University divinity School

iSBN: 9781426778636 eBook: 9781501805165
$13.99   october 6, 2015
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NEW

Why The Cross?
donald Senior 

the meaning of Jesus’s execution on a Roman cross is one of the most divisive issues in 
contemporary theological discourse, because issues related to the goodness of god and the place 
of suffering in the christian life are at stake. Although it is important to locate that discussion in 
the context of the range of New Testament perspectives on the soteriological significance of the 
cross, it is also important that we recover the meaning of the cross as a metaphor for discipleship.

Donald Senior is President emeritus and Professor of New testament Studies and 
President of catholic theological Union in chicago, illinois.

iSBN: 9781426759345 eBook: 9781426759352  
$29.99 November 18, 2014

Why the Church?
Robert W. Wall

Why the church? Because this peculiar fellowship of saints, whose loving communion is with 
the risen one, has been appointed by the triune god as god’s herald. With its sacred vocation, 
every demonstration of the church’s oneness, holiness, catholicity, and apostolicity—each 
eschatological mark enabled and brought to maturity by god’s grace—is the concrete means to 
address our theological crisis.

Robert W. Wall is the Paul t. Walls Professor of Scripture and Wesleyan Studies at 
Seattle Pacific University in Seattle, Washington.

iSBN: 9781426759383 eBook: 9781426759390
$29.99 march 17, 2015

Why Salvation? 
Joel B. green

this book helps us understand that when we say “Jesus saves,” we stand on scripture that 
proclaims a god who, through Jesus, heals, liberates, and rescues. like each generation that 
has gone before, we too must find our own awareness and then respond and participate in 
god’s work as transformed people, serving together as the Body of christ, who have also 
signed up for ongoing, personal, and social transformation.

Joel B. Green is Professor of New testament interpretation at Fuller theological 
Seminary in Pasadena, california. 

iSBN: 9781426756993 eBook: 9781426757051 
$29.99 march 18, 2014

Reframing New Testament Theology
Reframing New Testament Theology is a series that fulfills the need for brief, substantive, yet highly accessible introductions 
to central questions and themes raised by study of the New testament. general editor of the series is Joel B. green.

Why Mission?
dean Flemming

Recent years have seen heightened efforts at reading the New testament in terms of god’s 
mission. this has pressed against commitments to a dispassionate reading of the New 
testament books in favor of a self-involved, missiological reading. this book harvests recent 
efforts as well as extends the conversation by an approach that takes seriously the contribution 
of diverse New testament voices.

Dean Flemming is Professor of New testament and missions at midAmerica Nazarene 
University in olathe, Kansas. 

iSBN: 9781426759369 eBook: 9781426759376
$29.99 November 3, 2015
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Holding Faith
A Practical introduction to christian 
doctrine

cynthia l. Rigby

luther once wrote: “Faith takes hold of christ and has 
him present, enclosing him as the ring encloses the gem.” 
We hold faith because faith holds us and faith holds us 
because faith holds christ. We hold faith as we seek to 
know christ better, explore christian doctrines, deepen 
our understanding, and gracefully respond. Holding Faith 
concretely shows how various and diverse understandings 
of particular doctrines play out in relation to the way lives 
are lived and ethical systems put forward.

Cynthia L. Rigby is the W.c. Brown Professor 
of theology at Austin Presbyterian theological 
Seminary in Austin, texas.

iSBN: 9781426758140 eBook: 9781426758157 
$39.99 September 15, 2015 

The Surprising 
Imagination of C.S. Lewis
An introduction

Jerry Root and mark Neal

the purpose of this book is to introduce c.S. lewis 
through the prism of imagination. For lewis, imagination 
is both a means and an end. And because he used his own 
imagination well and often, he is a practiced guide for 
those of us who desire to reach beyond our grasp. each 
chapter highlights lewis’s major works and then shows 
how lewis uses imagination to captivate readers.

Jerry Root is Associate Professor of evangelism 
and leadership at Wheaton college.

Mark Neal is a social media/Sem professional.

iSBN: 9781426795107 eBook: 9781426795114
$34.99 September 1, 2015

Theology matters to our l ives, 
and it matters to the l ife of the world.

NEW
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NEW

The New Testament
methods and meanings  

Warren carter, Amy-Jill levine

in this concise, accessible book, the authors introduce three aspects of New testament 
study: the world of the text (plots, characters, setting, and themes), the world behind the 
text (the concerns, circumstances, and experiences of the early christian communities), and 
the world in front of the text (the meaning for contemporary readers).

Warren Carter is Professor of New testament at Brite divinity School in Fort Worth, 
texas. 

Amy-Jill Levine is e. Rhodes and leona B. carpenter Professor of New testament 
Studies at Vanderbilt University divinity School in Nashville, tennessee.

iSBN: 9781426741906 eBook: 9781426775086 
$39.99 November 19, 2013

New approaches to old questions in plain language by two of the best scholars in the 
field: this book gathers the best insights of contemporary scholarship, combined with 
clear explanations and demonstrations of current methods of interpretation. Along 
the way, the authors clearly refute interpretations that are no longer acceptable and 
explain why. When common interpretations are varied, they offer the full menu for the 
reader-interpreter to wrestle with them. An excellent new resource for introductory study.

—Carolyn Osiek, charles Fischer catholic Professor of New testament emerita,
Brite divinity School 



Reconsidering Arminius
Beyond the Reformed and Wesleyan divide

edited by Keith d. Stanglin, mark g. Bilby, & mark H. mann

the theology of dutch theologian Jacob Arminius has been misinterpreted and 
caricatured in both Reformed and Wesleyan circles. By revisiting Arminius’ 
theology, the book hopes to be a constructive voice in the discourse between 
so-called calvinists and Arminians.

Keith Stanglin is Associate Professor of Scripture and Historical 
theology at Austin graduate School of theology in Austin, texas.  
Mark Glen Bilby divides his teaching time between Point loma 
Nazarene University and the University of San diego. Mark H. Mann 
is Associate Professor of theology and director of the Wesleyan center at 
Point loma Nazarene University in San diego, california.

iSBN: 9781426796548 eBook: 9781426796555  
$39.99 december 16, 2014

Find additional books at abingdonpress.com/kingswood.

Paul
Apostle and Fellow traveler

Jerry l. Sumney

Covering the entire Pauline corpus the reader finds a man who was adept at 
persuasive arguments and providing theological answers to real and, often, 
thorny congregational issues. Readers will have a keen understanding of Paul’s 
place in the early church, the relationship between church and synagogue, 
and the relationship between the teaching of Paul and that of Jesus. these 
discussions set Paul firmly within the church that existed before, finding that 
he became an adherent to much that preceded him.

Jerry L. Sumney is Professor of Biblical Studies at lexington 
theological Seminary in lexington, Kentucky.

iSBN: 9781426741975 eBook: 9781426796319  
$29.99 November 18, 2014
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Nuestra Fe
A latin American church History Sourcebook

ondina e. gonzález, Justo l. gonzález

take a detailed look into the deep and rich history of christianity in latin 
America. Spanning more than 500 years, this illustrated sourcebook covers 
the history of Christianity in Latin America as it describes and clarifies its 
multiplicity of expressions.

Ondina E. González is an independent scholar who has been a visiting  
professor at Agnes Scott college and emory University in Atlanta, georgia.

Justo L. González  has taught at the evangelical Seminary of Puerto 
Rico, candler School of theology, columbia theological Seminary, and 
the interdenominational theological center in Atlanta, georgia.

iSBN: 9781426774263 eBook: 9781426774270 
$44.99 July 15, 2014

NEW
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A History of Christian Thought
in one Volume

Justo l. gonzález

in this revised and updated version of his popular history, Justo 
gonzález retains the essential elements of his earlier three 
volumes as he describes the central figures and debates leading to 
the councils of Nicea and chalcedon. then he moves to Augustine 
and shows how christianity evolved and was understood in the 
latin West and Byzantine east during the middle Ages. Finally, 
he introduces the towering theological leaders of the Reformation 
and continues to trace the development of Protestant, catholic, 
and orthodox christianities through modernity in the twentieth 
century to postmodernity in the twenty-first.

Justo L. González has taught at the evangelical Seminary 
of Puerto Rico, candler School of theology, columbia 
theological Seminary, and the interdenominational 
theological center in Atlanta, georgia.

iSBN: 9781426757778 eBook: 9781426763694 
$49.99 march 18, 2014

NEW

Pastor as Counselor
Wise Presence, Sacred conversation

John Patton

At a time when “counseling” is narrowly defined as only or 
primarily the work of mental health specialists, John Patton 
invites pastors to reclaim and revalue pastoral counseling as a 
specific and necessary form of pastoral care.

John Patton is the emeritus Professor of Pastoral 
theology at columbia theological Seminary in decatur, 
georgia.

iSBN: 9781630886905 eBook: 9781630886912
$19.99 october 6, 2015
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Wesley and the People Called 
Methodists
Second edition 

Richard P. Heitzenrater 

this updated version of Richard P. Heitzenrater’s groundbreaking survey 
of the Wesleyan movement addresses recent research from the past twenty 
years; includes an extensive bibliography; and fleshes out multiple topics 
including the means of grace, Wesley and America, ordination, and John 
Wesley as historian.

Richard P. Heitzenrater is William Kellon Quick Professor emeritus 
of church History and Wesley Studies at the divinity School, duke 
University in durham, North carolina.

iSBN: 9781426742248 eBook: 9781426765537 
$29.99 August 8, 2013

Essential Bible Study Tools  
for Ministry
david R. Bauer 

this up-to-date, highly selective bibliography is designed to acquaint students 
and ministers with major works, significant publishers, and prominent 
scholars in biblical studies. it is the perfect guide for beginning a research 
project or building a ministerial library. 

David R. Bauer is Ralph W. Beeson Professor of inductive Biblical 
Studies and dean of the School of Biblical interpretation at Asbury 
theological Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky. 

iSBN: 9781426755170 eBook: 9781426758287 
$45.99 march 18, 2014 

NEW

Me and We
god’s New Social gospel

leonard Sweet 

When christians answer the clarion call to be missional, too often it is 
primarily to feel good or to grow in their own faith. But ultimately we remain 
unsatisfied because, in the end, it’s still about “me”—my church, my faith, 
my salvation. We forget that Jesus is the head of the church, which exists at 
god’s pleasure and disposal. god is birthing a new Social gospel, meant to 
reclaim mission and justice ministries as prime directives for the church, and 
not with the naive thinking of the 19th or 20th centuries.  

Leonard Sweet is e. Stanley Jones Professor of evangelism at drew 
theological School in madison, New Jersey, and Visiting distinguished 
Professor at george Fox University in Newberg, oregon.

iSBN: 9781426757761 eBook: 9781426786372 
$17.99 march 17, 2015
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Actuality
Real life Stories for Sermons that matter

Scott Hoezee; general editor Paul Scott Wilson 

Sermon illustrations and stories can bring preaching to life. But too often those 
stories have little to do with the listener’s real life. learn to glean meaningful 
narratives and examples from reality—the real experiences of the people in 
your community—for sermons that matter.

Scott Hoezee is director of the center for excellence in Preaching at 
calvin Seminary in grand Rapids, michigan.

iSBN: 9781426765933   eBook: 9781426796258 
$18.99 November 18, 2014

Preaching in Pictures
Using images for Sermons that connect

Peter Jonker; general editor Paul Scott Wilson

How often do poets, advertisers, and movie makers influence Sunday 
sermons? Perhaps these image experts have much to offer pastors. Author 
Peter Jonker looks to these professionals as he examines the importance of 
having a controlling, vivid, dominant image that repeats throughout sermons.

Peter Jonker is a pastor, preacher, and playwright. He serves as the 
minister of Preaching at lagrave Avenue christian Reformed church in 
grand Rapids, michigan.

iSBN: 9781426781926 eBook: 9781630884291
$18.99 may 19, 2015

The Artistry of Preaching Series
the Artistry of Preaching Series offers pastors new and innovative insights into preparing sermons each Sunday. 
the series is practical, providing concrete guidelines and creative exercises for preachers to follow, to assist  
them in engaging imaginative practice. When preachers employ artistry in preaching, it assists the Holy Spirit in 
communicating the gospel to a new generation of people seeking god.  

Preaching as Poetry
Beauty, goodness, and truth in every Sermon

Paul Scott Wilson

it is tempting for preachers in this age to offer quick sound bytes and 
PowerPoint-style presentations. these invite a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response, however, 
and most sermons should not be so neatly tied up. in Preaching as Poetry, 
Paul Scott Wilson teaches a theopoetic approach, demonstrating how it works 
in real sermons, and guiding readers to incorporate beauty, goodness and 
truth in every sermon.

Paul Scott Wilson is Professor of Homiletics at emmanuel college of 
the University of toronto in ontario, canada. 

iSBN: 9781426764042 eBook: 9781426796241 
$18.99 August 19, 2014

NEW
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NEW

The Sermon without End
A conversational Approach to Preaching

Ron Allen and Wes Allen

the relationship between preaching and the public sphere has 
long been debated. three different theological approaches tend 
to dominate the discussion. in different ways, these approaches 
take into account the movement from the modern mindset 
of the mid-to-late 20th century to the emerging postmodern 
worldview.

in The Sermon without End, authors Allen & Allen thoughtfully 
offer a fourth option, one that in their view has not received 
much attention, but which offers a distinct and especially 
helpful perspective. it is a new and dynamic conversational 
model, reaching beyond the earlier work of tillich and tracy. in 
this homiletical framework, conversation takes place in multiple 
directions between the text or tradition and the world today. it 
is preaching in conversation, not just toward but with voices 
from the public sphere. 

Ron Allen is Professor of Preaching and gospels and 
letters at christian theological Seminary in indianapolis, 
indiana.

Wes Allen is Assistant Professor of Homiletics at 
lexington theological Seminary.

iSBN: 9781630883218  eBook: 9781630883225
$29.99 october 10, 2015

The Works of John Wesley 
Volume 27
letters iii (1756-1765)

ted A. campbell.  edited by Randy l. maddox

the correspondence presented in this third volume of Wesley’s 
letters illuminates critical developments in the Wesleyan 
movement in the period between 1756 and 1765, including 
very significant rifts between John Wesley and his brother 
charles and between John Wesley and his wife mary, Wesley’s 
attempts to deal with radical enthusiasts and separatists within 
the methodist movement, his relationship to greek orthodox 
leader gerasimos (erasmus) Avlonites, and Wesley’s activities 
related to the Seven Years War. 

iSBN: 9781501806223
$59.99 November 3, 2015



The Abingdon Introduction  
to the Bible
Understanding Jewish and christian 
Scriptures 

 Joel S. Kaminsky, Joel N. lohr, mark Reasoner

this comprehensive introduction to the various collections of 
biblical literature used by Jews, catholics, and Protestants gives 
the beginner clear, concise, and engaging entries into each book 
while covering major controversies.

Joel S. Kaminsky is professor of biblical literature in the 
department of religion and also a member of the program 
in Jewish studies at Smith college in Northampton, 
massachusetts.

Joel N. Lohr is director of religious and spiritual life at 
University of the Pacific in Stockton, California.

Mark Reasoner is associate professor of theology at 
marian University in indianapolis, indiana. 

iSBN: 9781426751073 eBook: 9781426751165
$39.99 march 18, 2014

The Hebrew Bible for 
Beginners
A Jewish & christian introduction

Joel S. Kaminsky and Joel N. lohr

An engaging introduction showing how the Hebrew Bible forms 
faith, then and now.

introductions to the Hebrew Bible (or old testament) tend 
toward extensive scholarly discussion with little to introduce the 
student to the tremendous influence this seminal collection has 
had on contemporary society or to the complexities of reading 
ancient religious literature today. Further, few books, if any, 
discuss the differing ways Jews and christians approach this 
common scripture, or how each group appropriates its teachings 
in divergent, conflicting, and often complex ways.

iSBN: 9781426775635 eBook: 9781426775642
$39.99 September 17, 2015

NEW
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The Works of John Wesley,  
Volume 13
doctrinal and controversial treatises ii

edited by Paul Wesley chilcote 

and Kenneth J. collins

the second of three volumes devoted to Wesley’s theological writings contains 
two major sets of material. The first set (edited by Paul Chilcote) contains 
writings throughout Wesley’s ministry devoted to defense of the doctrine 
of christian perfection, including “A Plain Account of christian Perfection.” 
the second set (edited by Kenneth collins) collects Wesley’s various treatises 
focused on predestination and related issues, often in direct debate with 
calvinist writers, including “Predestination calmly considered.”

Paul Wesley Chilcote is Academic dean Professor of Historical 
theology and Wesleyan Studies, Ashland theological Seminary in 
Ashland, ohio. Kenneth J. Collins is Professor of Historical theology 
and Wesley Studies at Asbury theological Seminary in Wilmore, 
Kentucky.

iSBN: 9781426766978  eBook: 9781426775017 
$59.99

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 1
iSBN:9780687462100

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 2
iSBN: 9780687462117

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 3
iSBN: 9780687462124

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 4
iSBN: 9780687462131

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 7
iSBN: 9780687462186

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 9
iSBN: 9780687462148

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 10
iSBN: 9781426711909

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 11
iSBN: 9780687462155

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 12
iSBN: 9781426744303

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 13
iSBN: 9781426766978

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 18
iSBN: 9780687462216

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 19
iSBN: 9780687462223

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 20
iSBN: 9780687462230

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 21
iSBN: 9780687462254

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 22
iSBN: 9780687462261

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 23
iSBN: 9780687462278

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 24
iSBN: 9780687033492

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 25
iSBN: 9780687462162

The Works of John 
Wesley, Volume 26
iSBN: 9780687462179

rEcENT

The Method of Our Mission
United methodist Polity & organization

laceye c. Warner

especially written for required United methodist classes, this accessible book 
uses a Wesleyan theological frame—connection—to help readers understand 
United methodism’s polity and organization as the interrelationship of our 
beliefs, mission, and practice. 

Laceye C. Warner is executive Vice dean, Associate Professor of the 
Practice of evangelism and methodist Studies; and Royce and Jane 
Reynolds teaching Fellow at duke divinity School, duke University in 
durham, North carolina.

iSBN: 9781426767173 eBook: 9781426767180 
$34.99 July 15, 2014
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A Sermon Workbook
exercises in the Art and craft of Preaching

thomas H. troeger, leonora tubbs tisdale

A Sermon Workbook addresses the essentials for effective preaching in our 
multi-tasking, multi-ethnic, sound-byte society. it offers theological clarity 
about why we preach and what matters most.

Thomas H. Troeger is J. edward and Ruth cox lantz Professor of 
christian communication at Yale divinity School, Yale University in 
New Haven, connecticut. 

Leonora Tubbs Tisdale is the clement-muehl Professor of Homiletics 
at Yale divinity School, Yale University in New Haven connecticut. 

iSBN: 9781426757785 eBook: 9781426774997 
$24.99

The Sermons of John Wesley
A collection for the christian Journey

edited by Kenneth J. collins and Jason e. Vickers

A new and engaging collection of sermons that embraces the historic 44 
sermons that John Wesley approved, plus the 8 more of the North American 
collection (52 sermons) and to this is added 8 sermons, carefully chosen, to fill 
things out for contemporary interests resulting in a grand total of sixty sermons.  

Kenneth J. Collins is Professor of Historical theology and Wesley 
Studies at Asbury theological Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky. Jason 
E. Vickers is Associate Professor of theology and Wesleyan Studies at 
United theological Seminary in dayton, ohio.

iSBN: 9781426742316 eBook: 9781426774966 
$49.99

Sermon Treks
trailways to creative Preaching

Ronald J. Allen

Sermon treks offers preachers and students an invigorating selection of new 
sermon-planning trails, for use as sermon series or for single sermons. the 
options presented here are practical and theologically responsible.

Ronald J. Allen is Professor of Preaching and gospels and letters at 
christian theological Seminary in indianapolis, indiana. 

iSBN: 9781426763861 eBook: 9781426763939 
$29.99

rEcENT
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The Dead Sea Scrolls
Peter W. Flint

in 1947, a Bedouin shepherd stumbled upon a cave near the dead Sea, a 
settlement now called Qumran, to the east of Jerusalem. this cave, along 
with the others located nearby, contained jars holding hundreds of scrolls 
and fragments of scrolls of texts both biblical and nonbiblical—in Hebrew, 
Aramaic, and Greek. This find is the most important archaeological event in 
two thousand years of biblical studies. this book contains new information 
about unpublished dead Sea Scrolls with translations of key passages. Additional 
classroom resources can be found at AbingdonAcademic.com

Peter W. Flint is the canada Research chair in dead Sea Scrolls 
Studies and director of the dead Sea Scrolls institute at trinity Western 
University in British columbia. 

iSBN: 9780687494491 eBook: 9781426771071 
$29.99

Also in the core Biblical Studies series is The Apocrypha featured on page 25.

To All Nations From All Nations
A History of the christian missionary movement

carlos F. cardoza-orlandi , Justo l. gonzález

For mission to be effective today, it must take advantage of indigenous 
resources and recognize its limitations as well as its gifts. this book broadly 
introduces prominent missionary practices and major historical figures using 
three perspectives.

Carlos F. Cardoza-Orlandi is Professor of global christianity and 
mission Studies at Perkins School of theology, Southern methodist 
University in dallas, texas.

Justo L. González has taught at the evangelical Seminary of Puerto 
Rico, candler School of theology, columbia theological Seminary, and 
the interdenominational theological center in Atlanta, georgia. 

iSBN: 9781426754890 eBook: 9781426771378 
$49.99

rEcENT

Teaching the Way of Jesus
educating christians for Faithful living

Jack l. Seymour

christian religious education provides the content, processes, and settings to 
empower the church’s mission in the world—a mission that includes health 
care, peace with justice, and disciple-making ministries. Today, the field of 
christian education is clear about its task of helping form and nurture faith 
that is then embodied in faithful practices. Research studies on christian faith 
practices show how participating in christian community undergirds and 
complements thoughtful living throughout one’s life. 

Jack L. Seymour is Professor of Religious education at garrett-
evangelical theological Seminary in evanston, illinois.

iSBN: 9781426765056 eBook: 9781426766855 
$29.99
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Calvin vs. Wesley
Bringing Belief in line with Practice

don thorsen

this book is not intended to put down calvin but 
to point to significant differences between Calvin 
and Wesley. each wrote about major tenets of the 
church: who god is and what god’s will is for us; 
the place of Scripture; the atonement of christ; 
the role of human responsibility; the work of 
god’s grace; the relation of the church and world; 
and how these beliefs can connect to how people 
practice their faith.

Don Thorsen is Professor of theology 
and chair of the department of theology 
and ethics at Haggard graduate School of 
Theology, Azusa Pacific University in Azusa, 
california.

iSBN: 9781426743351   
eBook: 9781426775062  
$17.99

Calvin 
george W. Stroup. 

iSBN: 9780687659135
eBook: 9781426760402
$11.99

The Theology of  
John Wesley: 
Holy love and the Shape of grace 

Kenneth J. collins. 

iSBN: 9780687646333 
eBook: 9781426728990
$38.99

Complementary Titles

When we stand at the Pearly Gates, God will 
not ask us what we believed but how we lived.

Will the 16th-century tUliP give way to the 
21st-century AcURA? don’t let the mechanical-
resonance of the latter detract from its biblical 
credentials and practical viability. these 
strengths signal a renewed and reinvigorated 
Wesleyanism for evangelical theology in the 
third millennium. 
 

–Amos Yong, J. Rodman Williams Professor 

of theology and dean, School of divinity, 

Regent University, Virginia Beach, Virginia

in spite of the “versus” in the title, this book is an 
irenic recommendation of right understandings 
of both calvin and Wesley. the author prefers 
Wesley, but his treatment of calvin is fair to a 
fault. i know of no other book that does what 
this one does: explain in popular language with 
theological precision the common ground and 
areas of divergence between calvin and Wesley. 
every christian interested in the history of 
Protestant theology and in contemporary 
controversies over “predestination” and “free 
will’ must read this book.

–Roger E. Olson, Foy Valentine Professor 

of christian theology and ethics, george W. 

truett theological Seminary, Baylor University

Barnabas vs. Paul
to encourage or confront

c.K. Robertson, with foreword by desmond tutu

iSBN: 9781630882778
eBook: 9781630882785
$19.99
march 17, 2015
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How Israel 
Became a People
Ralph K. Hawkins

An illustrated introduction to the history and 
archaeology of early israel. How did israel become a 
people? is the biblical story accurate? in what sense, 
if any, is the biblical story true? Are the origins of 
these ancient people lost in myth or is there hope 
to discovering who they were and how they lived? 
these questions divide students and scholars alike. 
While many believe the “conquest” is only a myth, 
this book will present a different view. Using biblical 
materials and the new archaeological data, this book 
will tell the story of how the ancient israelites settled 
in canaan and become the people of israel. 

Ralph K. Hawkins is an Associate Professor 
of Religious Studies at Averett University in 
danville, Virginia, and is a research associate 
with the Horn Archaeological museum in 
Berrien Springs, michigan.

iSBN: 9781426754876  
eBook: 9781426755439 
$37.99

…the author presents the various arguments of 
the people involved in this debate. He gives the 
views of evangelical scholars who believe in the 
trustworthiness of the biblical text, the views of 
those who present a minimalist or revisionist 
view of the text, and the views of those who 
are in between. in the end, he presents his own 
views and conclusions in light of the biblical and 
archaeological evidence. Hawkins recognizes 
the merits of the biblical text without rejecting 
the evidence provided by the archaeological 
data...the book contains many black and white 
pictures, a list of the archaeological periods, the 
names of all the pharaohs of the eighteenth and 
the Nineteenth dynasties, several charts, and a 
glossary that explains many of the terms used 
in the book. How Israel Became a People is a 
book worth reading. those who do so will gain a 
wealth of information about early israel.

 

—Claude Mariottini, Professor of old 

testament, Northern Baptist Seminary

The Ancient Near East
An essential guide 

John l. mclaughlin

iSBN: 9781426753275 
eBook: 9781426765506
$15.99

You Are My People: 
An introduction to Prophetic 

literature

louis Stulman and Hyun chul Paul Kim

 
iSBN: 9780687465651 
eBook: 9781426719554
$24.99
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The Letters of Dr. Thomas Coke
edited by John A. Vickers 

For forty years on either side of the death of John Wesley in 1791, thomas 
Coke was a key figure in the development of Methodism on both sides of the 
Atlantic.

John A. Vickers is retired as Head of Bognor Regis college, department 
of Religious and Social Studies, in Bognor Regis, United Kingdom.

iSBN: 9781426757716 eBook: 9781426771248 
$89.99

Find additional Kingswood books at abingdonpress.com/kingswood.

Methodist and Pietist
edited by J. Steven o’malley and Jason e. Vickers

in 1968, the methodist and evangelical United Brethren (eUB) churches 
merged to form the United methodist church. more than forty years later, 
many United methodists know very little about the history, doctrine, and 
polity of the eUB. to be sure, there are vestiges of the eUB, but there is much 
more to be profitably explored.

J. Steven O’Malley is Professor of methodist and Holiness History, 
Asbury theological Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky. Jason E. 
Vickers is Associate Professor of theology and Wesleyan Studies at 
United theological Seminary in dayton, ohio.

iSBN: 9781426714351 eBook: 9781426746109

Find additional Kingswood books at abingdonpress.com/kingswood.

A Living Tradition
critical Recovery and Reconstruction of Wesleyan Heritage

edited by mary elizabeth mullino moore

this book engages in a critical recovery and reconstruction of the Wesleyan 
theological legacy in relation to current theological concepts and christian 
practices with the intent to present opportunities for future directions. the 
contributors address urgent questions from the contexts in which people now 
live, particularly questions regarding social holiness and christian practices.

Mary Elizabeth Mullino Moore is dean and Professor of theology 
and education, Boston University School of theology in Boston, 
massachusetts.

iSBN: 9781426777516 eBook: 9781426766497 
$39.99

Find additional Kingswood books at abingdonpress.com/kingswood.
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The Ancient Near East
John l. mclaughlin

An indispensable introduction that clearly addresses the important and 
complex questions about israel and the old testament’s relationship to the 
ancient Near east.

John L. McLaughlin is Associate Professor of old testament/Hebrew 
Bible and director of Advanced degree Programs in the theology 
department at the University of St. michael’s college in toronto, ontario.

iSBN: 9781426753275 eBook: 9781426765506 
$15.99

The Essential Guides series fulfills the need for brief, substantive, yet highly 
accessible introductions to the core disciplines in biblical, theological, and 
religious studies.

Cut Dead But Still Alive
caring for African American Young men

gregory c. ellison ii

to cut dead means to refuse to acknowledge another with the intent to punish. 
Healing can begin by reframing the problem. While cutting someone dead is 
destructive, it can also serve to prune and repot a disfigured being—giving new 
possibilities for life. in this provocative book, ellison shows how caregivers 
can sow seeds of life and nurture with guidance, admonition, training, and 
support in order to help create a community of reliable others to serve as an 
extended family.

Gregory C. Ellison II is Assistant Professor of Pastoral care and counseling 
at candler School of theology, emory University in Atlanta, georgia.

iSBN: 9781426703041 eBook: 9781426771057 
$22.99

The Judas Syndrome
Why good People do Awful things

 george K. Simon Jr. 

Filled with many examples, The Judas Syndrome gives concrete ways to 
prevent people, even other christians, from hurting you and the role that 
faith can play in changing them and helping you avoid the pain that these 
relationships often bring.

George K. Simon Jr. is a psychologist and expert who focuses on 
helping people diagnosed with character disorders.

iSBN: 9781426751097 eBook: 9781426771200 
$17.99
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The Apocrypha
david A. deSilva

Using a thematic approach, david A. deSilva gives a brief introduction and summary of the largely 
unknown and unappreciated books of the Apocrypha. He also gives an overview to the social and 
cultural context of the world of the Apocrypha and early christianity. From there, the book highlights 
the Apocrypha’s relevance and impact on christian practices, spiritual formation, and on early church 
doctrine and theology.

David A. deSilva serves as trustees’ distinguished Professor of New testament and greek at 
Ashland theological Seminary in Ashland, ohio. 

iSBN: 9781426742354  eBook: 9781426756511 
$15.99

Core Biblical Studies fulfill the need for brief, substantive, yet highly accessible introductions to key 
subjects and themes in biblical studies. in the shifting tides of biblical interpretation, these books are 
designed to help students locate relevant meanings in conversation with the text. As a first step toward 
substantive and subsequent learning, the series draws on the best scholarship in order to provide 
foundational concepts and contextualized information on a broad scope of issues, methods, perspectives, 
and trends. Also in the core Biblical Studies series is The Dead Sea Scrolls.

Learn more about the l ife and times of Jesus, 
Paul, and the New Testament

david deSilva’s lucid discussion of the main themes in the Apocrypha fills a gap in the available 

literature on these important books on the edge of the canon. deSilva helpfully explains the status 

of these books in the christian churches. His book is an important resource for biblical theology 

and is eminently accessible for students. 

—John J. Collins, Holmes Professor of old testament, Yale

rEcENT



Do Jews, Christians, and Muslims
Worship the Same God?
Jacob Neusner, Baruch A. levine, Bruce d. chilton, Vincent J. cornell 

epilogue by martin e. marty

What lies ahead for the troubled family of Abraham? most Jews, muslims, 
and christians are devoted and faithful. Still, on any given day, it’s difficult to 
avoid the vigorous and heated disputes between them. With so much rancor, 
can there be any common ground? do they even worship the same god? And 
can religion, which often is so divisive, be any help at all? Four internationally 
known scholars set out to tackle these deceptively simple questions in an 
accessible way.

Jacob Neusner is distinguished Service Professor of the History and 
theology of Judaism; Senior Fellow, institute of Advanced theology at 
Bard college in Annandale-on-Hudson, New York. 

Baruch A. Levine is Skirball Professor emeritus of Bible and Ancient 
Near eastern Studies at New York University in New York, New York.

Bruce D. Chilton is Bernard iddings Bell Professor of Religion; 
chaplain of the college; executive director of the institute of Advanced 
theology at Bard college in Annandale-on-Hudson, New York. 

Vincent J. Cornell is Asa griggs candler Professor of middle east and 
islamic Studies at emory University in Atlanta, georgia.

iSBN: 9781426752377    eBook: 9781426754742 
$17.99

AbingdonPress.com      800.251.332026

Liberating Black Church History 
making it Plain

Juan m. Floyd-thomas 

this book lays out how the lessons of the dark past shaped a people’s religious 
quest for liberation and their long struggle for freedom, justice, and equality. 
Liberating Black Church History meets the needs of introductory students 
by providing an overview of the most important developments in African 
American approaches to biblical scholarship.

Juan M. Floyd-Thomas is Associate Professor of African American 
Religious History at Vanderbilt divinity School in Nashville, tennessee.

iSBN: 9780687332755 eBook: 9781426786822 
$17.99 
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The New Interpreter’s® 
Dictionary of the Bible
Five Volume Set

the most complete coverage of theological topics. this dictionary is the 
definitive starting point for research on any topic, place or person in the Bible, 
with emphasis on the crucial theological concepts. 

iSBN: 9780687333462  
$399.99

The New Interpreter’s® 
Bible One-Volume Commentary
edited by Beverly Roberts gaventa and david Petersen

A brand-new volume in the New interpreter’s line, offering in one volume 
articles on all books of the Bible, including the Apocrypha. Pastors and 
students who want a one-volume commentary to complement the New 
Interpreter’s Study Bible will be pleased to find in this resource the quality of 
scholarship that is a hallmark of New interpreter’s Bible resources.

Beverly Roberts Gaventa is Helen H. P. manson Professor of New 
testament literature and exegesis at Princeton theological Seminary 
in Princeton, New Jersey. David L. Petersen is Franklin N. Parker 
Professor of old testament at candler School of theology at emory 
University in Atlanta, georgia. 

iSBN: 9780687334117 eBook: 9781426735509 
$76.99

The New Interpreter’s® 
Handbook of Preaching
Paul Scott Wilson

The New Interpreter’s Handbook of Preaching is a major reference tool for 
preaching, with articles on every facet of christian sermon preparation and 
delivery. this resource is both scholarly and practical.

Paul Scott Wilson is Professor of Homiletics at emmanuel college of 
the University of toronto in ontario, canada.

iSBN: 9780687055562 eBook: 9781426735707 
$62.99 
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Methodist Doctrine
the essentials, 2nd edition

ted A. campbell

in this concise, accessible book, ted campbell provides a brief summary of 
the major doctrines shared in the Wesley family of denominations. Writing 
in concise and straightforward language, campbell organizes the material 
into systematic categories: doctrine of revelation, doctrine of god, doctrine 
of christ, doctrine of the Spirit, doctrine of humanity, doctrine of “the way 
of salvation” (conversion/justification/sanctification), doctrine of the church 
and means of grace, and doctrine of things to come.

Ted A. Campbell is Associate Professor of church History at Perkins 
School of theology, Southern methodist University in dallas, texas.

iSBN: 9781426727016 eBook: 9781426753473 
$21.99

A New History of Christianity
Hans J. Hillerbrand

told in easy-to-understand language with helpful time lines and selections 
from historical writings, this engaging new introduction will appeal especially 
to students with little or no experience in the study of religion.

Hans J. Hillerbrand is Professor of Religion and History, duke 
University in durham, North carolina. 

iSBN: 9780687027965 eBook: 9781426719141 
$41.99

An Introduction to Christian Ethics
goals, duties, and Virtues

Robin W. lovin

A few years ago, the first distinction that ethicists drew was the line between 
christian ethics and philosophical ethics. However, in our global context, 
christian ethicists must now, in addition, compare and contrast various 
ethics. christian ethics has become increasingly multivocal not only because 
of a plurality of faiths but also because of a plurality of christianities.

Robin W. Lovin is dean of Perkins School of theology, Southern 
methodist University in dallas, texas.

iSBN: 9780687467365 eBook: 9781426719561 
$29.99
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Preaching
Fred B. craddock

A standard textbook on the art and craft of preaching. craddock weaves 
history, theology, and hermeneutics into an exhaustive text on sermon 
preparation and preaching.

Fred B. Craddock is Brandy distinguished Professor of Preaching 
and New testament, emeritus at candler School of theology, emory 
University in Atlanta, georgia.

iSBN: 9780687659944 eBook: 9781426721212 
$24.99

A Critical Introduction to the New 
Testament
interpreting the message and meaning of Jesus christ

carl R. Holladay

this book introduces the New testament in two senses: it not only provides 
basic literary and historical information on each of the twenty-seven writings 
but also orients readers to the religious, theological, and ethical issues related 
to the message and meaning of Jesus christ.

Carl Holladay is Professor of New testament at candler School of 
theology, emory University in Atlanta, georgia.

iSBN: 9780687085699 eBook: 9781426748288 
$24.99

American Methodism
A compact History

Russell e. Richey, Kenneth e. Rowe, Jean miller Schmidt

in this engaging and artful overview, Russell Richey, Kenneth Rowe, and Jean 
miller Schmidt, some of methodism’s most respected teachers, give readers 
a vivid picture of the soulful terrain of the methodist experience in America. 
Knowing their history, methodists are better positioned, prepared, and 
inspired for faithful witness and holy living.

Russell E. Richey is dean emeritus of candler School of theology, 
emory University, and the William R. cannon distinguished Professor 
of church History emeritus in Atlanta, georgia.

Kenneth E. Rowe is emeritus Professor of church History and 
methodist Archives librarian at drew University theological School in 
madison, New Jersey.

Jean Miller Schmidt is gerald l. Schlessman Professor emerita of 
methodist Studies, the iliff School of theology in denver, colorado. 

iSBN: 9781426742279 eBook: 9781426765179 
$29.99
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New Testament Theology:
An Introduction
James d. g. dunn

in this volume in the library of Biblical theology series, James d.g. dunn 
ranges widely across the literature of the New testament to describe the 
essential elements of the early church’s belief and practice. He moves beyond 
a purely descriptive approach to the study of Scripture into a genuine and 
faithful application of the message of Scripture to questions of contemporary life.

James D. G. Dunn is emeritus lightfoot Professor of divinity at the 
University of durham in england.

iSBN: 9780687341207 eBook: 9781426719882 
$22.99

God in New Testament Theology 
larry W. Hurtado

god in New testament theology analyzes the various New testament 
conceptions of god and suggests how they can best contribute to a 
contemporary constructive theology.

Larry W. Hurtado is  emeritus Professor, New testament language, 
literature & theology at the University of edinburgh in edinburgh, 
United Kingdom

iSBN: 9780687465453 eBook: 9781426719547 
$22.99

Old Testament Theology
An introduction

Walter Brueggemann

In this first volume in the Library of Biblical Theology series, Walter 
Brueggemann portrays the key components in israel’s encounter with god as 
recorded in the Hebrew Bible. creation, election, torah, the divine hand in 
history; these and other theological high points appear both in their original 
historical context, and their ongoing relevance for contemporary Jewish and 
christian self-understanding.

Walter Brueggemann is William marcellus mcPheeters Professor 
emeritus of old testament at columbia theological Seminary in 
decatur, georgia. 

iSBN:9780687340903    eBook: 9781426723407 
$35.99

 

Library of Biblical Theology
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Is There a Future for God’s Love?
An evangelical theology

Henry H. Knight iii

in Is There a Future for God’s Love? Henry H. Knight iii explains how 
evangelical theology’s historic commitment to revealed truth can still function 
in a  world that is averse to truth claims and allergic to all forms of authority.

Henry H. Knight III is donald and Pearl Wright Professor of Wesleyan 
Studies at Saint Paul School of theology in Kansas city, missouri.

iSBN: 9780687660339     eBook: 9781426765414 
$21.99

New Wine, New Wineskins
How African American congregations can Reach New 
generations

F. douglas Powe Jr., foreword by olu Brown

Author douglas Powe suggests that the African American church, while 
once the bedrock of the community, is no longer on the radar for many. 
during the civil Rights movement African American churches initiated 
and even shaped transformation for an entire country, well beyond 
their own walls. in this post-civil Rights era the power of many African 
American churches remains mired in the assumptions and practices of the 
past, thereby making them invisible to their surrounding communities.  
 
New Wine, New Wineskins helps African American congregations understand 
and benefit from the cultural shifts we are now experiencing.

F. Douglas Powe Jr. is James c. logan Professor of evangelism and 
Professor of Urban ministry, Associate director of center for missional 
church at Wesley theological Seminary in Washington d.c.

iSBN: 9781426742224     eBook: 9781426756160  
$21.99

Let There Be Lite:
Using limericks to introduce the Hebrew Bible

marvin l. chaney 

For many, understanding the difference between Zephaniah and Zechariah 
or Micah and Malachi is difficult. This book uses humor and simple poetry in 
the familiar form of limericks to help students grasp and remember basic facts 
and concepts of the Hebrew Bible.

Marvin L. Chaney is Nathaniel gray Professor of Hebrew exegesis 
emeritus and old testament at San Francisco theological Seminary and 
graduate theological Union in Berkeley, california.

eBook: 9781426755163 
$9.99
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Out of Babylon
Walter Brueggemann

Babylon was the center of learning, commerce, wealth, and religion. devoted to 
materialism, extravagance, luxury, and the pursuit of sensual pleasure, it was 
a privileged society. Walter Brueggemann—a scholar, a preacher, a prophetic 
voice in our own time—challenges us again to examine our culture, turn from the 
idols of abundance and abuse, and turn to lives of meaning and substance.

Walter Brueggemann is William marcellus mcPheeters Professor 
emeritus of old testament at columbia theological Seminary in 
decatur, georgia. 

iSBN:9781426710056    eBook: 9781426729812 
$14.99

A Theological Introduction  
to the Old Testament
2nd edition

Bruce c. Birch, Walter Brueggemann, terence e. Fretheim,  
david l. Peterson

the purpose of the second edition of this popular text is to help students come 
to a critically informed understanding of the old testament as the church’s 
Scripture. giving increased attention to issues related to gender, race, and 
class, the book introduces the old testament both as a witness of ancient 
israel and as a witness to the church and synagogue through the generations 
of those who have passed these texts on as scripture.

Bruce C. Birch is dean and Professor of old testament at Wesley 
theological Seminary in Washington, dc.

Walter Brueggemann is William marcellus mcPheeters Professor 
emeritus of old testament at columbia theological Seminary in 
decatur, georgia. 

Terance E. Fretheim is elva B. lovell Professor of old testament at 
luther Seminary in St. Paul, minnesota. 

David L. Petersen is Franklin N. Parker Professor of old testament 
at candler School of theology at emory University in Atlanta, georgia.

iSBN: 9780687066766 eBook: 9781426721977 
$44.99

bEsT-sEllErs

The Quintessential Porcine History 
of Philosophy and Religion
James taylor, Foreword by c. clifton Black

With delightful disrespect and hilarious updated illustrations, the author 
takes you through the history of Western philosophy and religion. Beginning 
with classic greek pigs, the author pokes good-natured fun as you learn the 
essentials of these most important thinkers and schools of thought.

James C. Taylor was professor of religion emeritus from oklahoma city.

iSBN: 9781426754753 eBook: 9781426765438 
$9.99
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Pastor
the theology and Practice of ordained ministry

William H. Willimon 

ordained ministry, says Willimon, is a gift of god to the church—but that 
doesn’t mean that it is easy. Always a difficult vocation, changes in society and 
the church in recent years have made the ordained life all the more complex 
and challenging. in this book, Willimon explores central questions about the 
vocation of ordained ministry.

William H. Willimon is Professor of the Practice of christian ministry at 
duke University divinity School in durham, North carolina and retired Bishop 
of the North Alabama conference of the United methodist church.

iSBN: 9780687045327 eBook: 9781426723469 
$29.99

You Are My People
An introduction to Prophetic literature

louis Stulman, Hyun chul Paul Kim

Building on recent developments in biblical studies, this book introduces the 
prophetic literature of the old testament against the background of today’s 
postmodern context and crisis of meaning.

Louis Stulman is Professor of Religious Studies, University of Findlay 
in Findlay, ohio.

Hyun Chul Paul Kim is Professor of Hebrew Bible at methodist 
theological School in delaware, ohio.

iSBN: 9780687465651 eBook: 9781426719554 
$24.99

Exclusion & Embrace
A theological exploration of identity, otherness, 
and Reconciliation

miroslav Volf 

otherness, the simple fact of being different in some way, has come to be 
defined as in and of itself evil. Miroslav Volf contends that if the healing 
word of the gospel is to be heard today, Christian theology must find ways of 
speaking that address the hatred of the other.

Miroslav Volf is Henry B. Wright Professor of Systematic theology at 
Yale University divinity School in New Haven, connecticut. 

iSBN: 9780687002825 eBook: 9781426712333 
$28.99
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Philosophy and Theology
John d. caputo 

in this clear, concise, and brilliantly engaging essay, renowned philosopher 
and theologian John d. caputo addresses the great and classical 
philosophical questions as they inextricably intersect with theology—past, 
present, and future.

John D. Caputo is thomas J. Watson Professor of Religion and 
Humanities at Syracuse University in Syracuse, New York.

iSBN: 9780687331260 eBook: 9781426723490 
$14.99

the Horizons in theology series serves as supplemental and secondary 
required texts in colleges and seminaries, as well as the interested non-
specialist reader. Please see page 38 for additional titles in the series.

A Grammar for Biblical Hebrew 
(Revised edition)

c. l. Seow

this is a comprehensive revision of our popular Hebrew grammar 
textbook that uses biblical text from the outset with a greater emphasis 
on understanding of accents and other critical details and new material 
on the study of the Hebrew language.

C. L. Seow is Professor of old testament language and literature 
at Princeton theological Seminary in Princeton, New Jersey.

iSBN: 9781426789076 
$39.99

The Theology of John Wesley
Holy love and the Shape of grace

Kenneth J. collins

A rich articulation of John Wesley’s theology that is appreciative of the old 
and mindful of the new, faithful to the past, and attentive to the present.

Kenneth J. Collins is Professor of Historical theology and Wesley 
Studies at Asbury theological Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky.

iSBN: 9780687646333 eBook: 9781426728990 
$38.99
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Here I Stand
A life of martin luther

Roland H. Bainton 

the Reformation of the sixteenth century was a vast and complicated 
movement. Roland Bainton’s Here I Stand: A Life of Martin Luther remains 
the definitive introduction to the great Reformer and is essential reading for 
anyone seeking to understand this towering historical figure.

Roland H. Bainton was a specialist in Reformation history and taught 
as titus Street Professor of ecclesiastical History at Yale University in 
New Haven, connecticut. 

iSBN: 9781426754432 eBook: 9781426775963 
$19.99

Introduction to Christian Worship 
3rd edition: Revised and enlarged

James F. White 

Introduction to Christian Worship, 3rd Edition traces the development of 
the major forms of christian worship, and includes discussion of the newest 
service books of the principal churches of North America and the British isles.

James F. White held the Bard thompson chair of liturgical Studies at 
drew University in madison, New Jersey. 

iSBN: 9780687091096 eBook: 9781426722851 
$33.99

The Historical Jesus
An essential guide

James H. charlesworth

Recent years have seen an explosion of talk about the historical Jesus 
from scholarly settings as well as media outlets (including sensational tV 
documentaries and national magazines). James charlesworth presents the 
solid results of modern study into the life and times of Jesus, especially 
regarding the role of the Essenes, the significance of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the 
nature of messianic expectation, and much more.

James H. Charlesworth is george l. collord Professor of New 
testament language and literature, Princeton theological Seminary in 
Princeton, New Jersey. 

iSBN: 9780687021673 eBook: 9781426724756 
$19.99

The Essential Guides series fulfills the need for brief, substantive, yet highly 
accessible introductions to the core disciplines in biblical, theological, and 
religious studies.
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Religious Foundations of Western 
Civilization
Judaism, christianity, and islam

edited by Jacob Neusner

Religious Foundations of Western Civilization introduces students to the 
major Western world religions—Judaism, christianity, and islam—their 
beliefs, key concepts, history, as well as the fundamental role they have played, 
and continue to play, in Western culture.

Jacob Neusner is Research Professor of Religion and theology and 
Senior Fellow of the institute of Advanced theology at Bard college in 
Annandale-on-Hudson, New York.

iSBN: 9780687332021 eBook: 9781426719417 
$42.99

Resident Aliens
life in the christian colony  
(expanded 25th Anniversary edition)

Stanley Hauerwas, William H. Willimon

only when the church enacts its scandalous Jesus-centered tradition will it 
truly be the body of Christ and transform the world. Twenty-five years after 
its first appearance, Resident Aliens remains a prophetic vision of how the 
church can regain its vitality, battle its malaise, reclaim its capacity to nourish 
souls, and stand firmly against the illusions, pretensions, and eroding values 
of today’s world.

Stanley Hauerwas is gilbert t. Rowe Professor emeritus of divinity 
and law at the divinity School at duke University in durham, North carolina. 

William H. Willimon is professor of the practice of christian ministry 
at duke University divinity School in durham, North carolina, and retired 
bishop of the North Alabama conference of the United methodist church.

iSBN: 9781426781902 eBook: 9781426788604 
$19.99

Introduction to World Religions
communities and cultures

edited by Jacob Neusner

Religious communities are dynamic groups that continue to address relevant 
concerns. With an emphasis on communities of faith, this accessible book will 
introduce students to the classic texts, important events, key figures, defining 
rituals, essential creeds and symbols of world religions.

Jacob Neusner is Research Professor of Religion and theology and 
Senior Fellow of the institute of Advanced theology at Bard college in 
Annandale-on-Hudson, New York.

iSBN: 9780687660001 eBook: 9781426719769 
$43.99
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Race and Theology
elaine A. Robinson

White privilege and racial injustice persist in the church; and despite a 
commitment to promote justice for all, racism is a reality of life, and has been 
since before the founding of our nation.

 the Horizons in theology series offers brief but highly engaging essays on the 
major concerns and questions in theological studies. each volume addresses 
in a clear and concise style the scope and contours of a fundamental question 
as it relates to theological inquiry and application; sketches the nature and 
significance of the subject; and opens the broader lines of discussion in 
suggestive, evocative, and programmatic ways.

Elaine A. Robinson is Academic dean and Associate Professor 
of United Studies and theology at Saint Paul School of theology at 
oklahoma city University in oklahoma city, oklahoma.

iSBN: 9780687494255    eBook: 9781426765377 
$10.99

Horizons in theology series serves as supplemental and secondary required 
texts in colleges and seminaries, as well as the interested non-specialist reader.

Literature and Theology
Ralph c. Wood

iSBN: 9780687497409
$12.99

Music and Theology
don e. Saliers

iSBN: 9780687341948
$12.99

Proclamation and Theology
William H. Willimon

iSBN: 9780687493432
$11.99

Globalization and Theology
Joerg Rieger

iSBN: 9781426700651
$12.99

Violence and Theology
cheryl A. Kirk-duggan

iSBN: 9780687334339
$11.99
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What Do We Tell the 
Children?
talking to Kids About death and dying

Joseph m. Primo

one out of seven children will lose a parent before they are 20. 
the statistics are sobering, but they also call for preparedness. 
However, professionals of all types are often at a loss when 
dealing with a grieving child. talking to adults about death and 
grief is difficult; it’s all the more challenging to talk to children 
and teens. the stakes are high: grieving children are high-
risk for substance abuse, promiscuity, depression, isolation, 
and suicide. Yet, despite this, most of these kids grow-up to 
be normal or exceptional adults. But their chance to become 
healthy adults increases with the support of a loving community.  
 
Supporting grieving children requires intentionality, 
open-communication, and patience. Rather than avoid all 
conversations on death or pretend like it never happened, 
normalizing grief and offering support requires us to be in-tune 
with kids through dialogue as they grapple with questions of 
“how” and “why.” When listening to children in grief, we often 
have to embrace the mystery, offer love and compassion, and 
stick with the basics.

Joseph M. Primo is executive director of good grief, 
inc. in morristown and Princeton, New Jersey; and 
President of the National Alliance for grieving children.

iSBN: 9781426760495    eBook: 9781426775154 
$15.99

With practical tools, up-to-date research, humor, 
and reflection, facil itate healing and create a safe 
space for children’s age-appropriate grieving.

Joe Primo’s What Do We Tell the Children? could have been 
also titled What do We tell the grown-ups? He has written 
a book for a wide audience; but i read it first and foremost as 
a professional, a practicing physician, and a teacher working 
in hospice and palliative care. i believe that Primo provides a 
solid introduction for medical students and residents as they 
move into the responsibilities of supporting entire families, 
not just children, not just adults. Readers of all ages should 
take seriously his advice to start with close scrutiny of our 
own experiences of grief. then we can sense when we are 
ready to proceed beyond the first steps of support and when 
we should refer the children to others. i recommend What 
Do We Tell the Children? to those in all walks of life charged 
with the tough and tender task of supporting children in their 
grief. this will promote our work together for the children. 

—Scott Long, md, Phd, Professor at Yale University School 

of medicine and Physician at the connecticut Hospice
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Holy Communion
celebrating god with Us 

Kenneth m. loyer; general editor William H. Willimon

through the service of communion, the church remembers and celebrates 
the presence of god with us. Holy communion offers a richer appreciation 
of the sacrament and give insights and practical suggestions for allowing 
communion to have a more prominent role in church life and the christian 
formation of individuals.

Kenneth M. Loyer is pastor of otterbein United methodist church of 
Spry in York, Pennsylvania.

iSBN: 9781426796333 eBook: 9781426796340 
$13.99

Belief Matters 
Belief matters is a series of easy-to-understand books designed to show that by thinking more clearly about faith, 
persons can love God more fully, live with confidence, and change the world. Conversational in tone, these books are 
reflections on major theological topics and are suitable for individual or group study. General Editor for the series is 
William H. Willimon.

Trinity
the god We don’t Know

Jason Byassee; general editor William H. Willimon

most people assume they know what they mean when they use the word 
“god.” they mean a powerful old guy in the sky ready to obliterate us if we 
do wrong but basically benevolent, if a little senile. the christian doctrine of 
the Trinity shows us God is vastly more interesting. God is actually fleshed 
among us in Jesus, poured out on us in the Holy Spirit’s intoxication of the 
church. god is three divine persons in perfect harmony and beauty—and god 
invites us into that unimaginable intimacy.

iSBN: 9781630887865 eBook: 9781630887872 
$13.99 June 16, 2015

Incarnation
the Surprising overlap of Heaven & earth

William H. Willimon

the church uses the concept of “incarnation,” (from the latin word for “in 
the flesh”) to help us understand that Jesus Christ is both divine and human. 
Incarnation is the grand crescendo of our reflection upon the mystery that 
christ is the full revelation of god; not only one who talks about god but the 
one who speaks for and acts as god, one who is god.

William H. Willimon is Professor of the Practice of christian ministry 
at duke University divinity School in durham, North carolina and 
retired Bishop of the North Alabama conference of the United methodist 
church.

iSBN: 9781426757549 eBook: 9781426775185 
$13.99
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Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries
the Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries provide compact, critical commentaries on the books of 
the old testament for the use of theological students and pastors. the commentaries are also useful 
for upper-level college or university students and for those responsible for teaching in congregational 
settings. in addition to providing basic information and insights into the old testament writings, these 
commentaries exemplify the tasks and procedures of careful interpretation, to assist students of the old 
testament in coming to an informed and critical engagement with the biblical texts themselves.

$21.99

Leviticus
timothy m. Willis
iSBN: 9781426700170

Deuteronomy
Walter Brueggemann
iSBN: 9780687084715 

Ruth
Judy Fentress-Williams
iSBN: 9781426746253

1-2 Kings
gina Hens-Piazza
iSBN: 9780687490219

1-2 Chronicles
Steven l. mcKenzi
iSBN: 9780687007509

Esther
linda m. day
iSBN: 9780687497928

Psalms 1-72
Richard J. clifford
iSBN: 9780687027118

Psalms 73-150
Richard J. clifford
iSBN: 9780687064687

Proverbs
christine R. Yoder
iSBN: 9781426700019

Jeremiah
louis Stulman
iSBN: 9780687057962

Lamentations
dianne Bergant
iSBN: 9780687084616

Ezekiel
Nancy R. Bowen
iSBN: 9781426704451

Daniel
donald e. gowan
iSBN: 9780687084210

Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah
daniel J. Simundson
iSBN: 9780687342440

Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, 
Zechariah, Malachi
Julia m. o’Brien
iSBN: 9780687340316
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Abingdon New Testament Commentaries
the Abingdon New Testament Commentaries series provides compact, critical commentaries on the 
writings of the New testament. these commentaries are written with special attention to the needs and 
interests of theological students, but they will also be useful for students in upper-level college or university 
settings, as well as for pastors and other religious leaders. in addition to providing basic information about 
the New testament texts and insights into their meanings, these commentaries are intended to exemplify 
the tasks and procedures of careful, critical biblical exegesis.

$21.99

Matthew
donald Senior
iSBN: 9780687057665

Mark
c. clifton Black
iSBN: 9780687058419

Luke
Robert c. tannehill
iSBN: 9780687061327

John
d. moody Smith
iSBN: 9780687058129

Acts
Beverly Roberts  
gaventa
iSBN: 9780687058211

Romans
leander e. Keck
iSBN: 9780687057054 

1 Corinthians
Richard A. Horsley
iSBN: 9780687058389

2 Corinthians
calvin J. Roetzel
iSBN: 9780687056774

Galatians
Sam Williams
iSBN: 9780687057078

Ephesians
Pheme Perkins
iSBN: 9780687056996

Philippians,  
Philemon
carolyn osiek
iSBN: 9780687058228

Colossians
david m. Hay
iSBN: 9780687058020

1-2 Thessalonians
Victor Paul Furnish
iSBN: 9780687057436

1-2 Timothy, Titus
Jouette m. Bassler
iSBN: 9780687001576

Hebrews
Victor Pfitzner
iSBN: 9780687057245 

James
c. Freeman Sleeper
iSBN: 9780687058167

1 Peter
m. eugene Boring
iSBN: 9780687058549

1,2,3 John,
david Rensberger
iSBN: 9780687057221 

Jude, 2 Peter
Steven J. Kraftchick
iSBN: 9780687057627

Revelation
leonard l. thompson
iSBN: 9780687056798
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Hebrews
Victor Pfitzner
iSBN: 9780687057245 

James
c. Freeman Sleeper
iSBN: 9780687058167

1 Peter
m. eugene Boring
iSBN: 9780687058549

1,2,3 John,
david Rensberger
iSBN: 9780687057221 

Jude, 2 Peter
Steven J. Kraftchick
iSBN: 9780687057627

Revelation
leonard l. thompson
iSBN: 9780687056798

The CEB Study 
Bible with 
Apocrypha
iSBN: 9781609260293
$59.99 

CEB Map Guide
iSBN: 9781609260743
$14.99
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CEB Gospel 
Parallels
iSBN: 9781609260620 
$39.95

The Step Stone
Bible
iSBN: 9781609260637
$34.99 
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The CEB Study Bible
the ceB Study Bible is a full-featured readable and reliable 
study Bible for laypeople and the flagship CEB Bible for 
adults. The CEB translation clarifies the text of the Bible; the 
CEB Study Bible clarifies the Bible itself by showing how the 
books, phrases, words, and ideas of the Bible work together. 
it explains the culture of the writers, the internal references 
in the Scripture, the difficult parts of translation, and the 
things that readers today do not automatically know. the goal 
is not to produce a seminary class between two covers, but 
rather a tool that helps common english Bible readers grow 
in their understanding of and engagement with the Bible.  
 
this is a study Bible that gives readers the tools and information 
necessary for making their own informed decisions. it does 
not tell them what to think; rather it gives them a context for 
thinking about what the Bible meant when it was written and 
what the Bible means now. the ceB Study Bible is written from 
the perspective that prayerful engagement with the Bible is aided 
by responsible biblical scholarship. it is founded on the belief 
that studying the Bible is transformative, and the Bible, when 
read and understood, will make itself relevant to any reader’s life.

iSBN: 9781609260286
$54.99
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The New Interpreter’s Bible 
Commentary 
Ten Volume Set

this new addition to the New Interpreter’s Bible brand is a ten-volume set of the 
commentary-only portion of the New Interpreter’s Bible Commentary. 

The New Interpreter’s Bible Commentary offers critically sound biblical 
interpretations. guided by scholars, pastors, and laity representing diverse 
traditions and academic experience, this collection of commentary meets the 
needs of preachers, teachers, and all students of the Bible.

this easy-t0-use format offers a detailed, critical commentary providing an 
exegetical “close-reading” of the biblical text and reflections that present a detailed 
exposition of issues raised in the biblical text. it offers introductions to each book that 
cover essential historical, sociocultural, literary, and theological issues.

The New Interpreter’s Bible Commentary features an ecumenical roster of 
contributors and comprehensive, concise articles. the set features numerous visual 
aids including illustrations, maps, charts and timelines to enhance its use. 

iSBN: 9781426739125
$499.99
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to request an examination copy for any Abingdon Press 
title, visit AbingdonAcademic.com and select the “Request 
an examination copy” link from the title’s page. 

this will allow you the option to request a complimentary 
eBook edition or a printed copy at 50 percent discount 
90 days after receipt. From there, simply fill out the 
information required on the form and we will send your 
copy out to you. 

At 60 days, we will send you an e-mail reminder with a 
brief questionnaire about the book. At 90 days, we will 
request payment or proof of adoption. Please send any 
questions to examcopy@abingdonpress.com.

Examination Copy
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